PreK/EC Workshops

In-School Field Trips

Bitty City Early Childhood Workshops & In-School Field Trips are:
•

Designed and led by experienced early childhood educators in consultation with DOE 3K & Pre-K
teachers, occupational therapists, social workers, learning specialists and a variety of topical
experts

•

50-55 minutes of fully engaging in-person learning, through circle time and 3 hands-on activity
centers. Activities support multiple unit standards, and offer entry points to learning for children
of all abilities, needs, and learning styles.

•

3K sessions are slightly shorter and adapted to better suit their developmental level and attention
span.

•

Fully adherent to all COVID safety standards – such as new or separate sanitized materials for
each group, activities designed with health and safety in mind, masking per DOE guidelines, and
fully vaccinated instructors

•

Equally useful as a unit introduction, unit expansion, or recap and assessment tool.

•

Inclusive of all necessary materials, setup and cleanup (we use our resources and time, not yours)

•

Capped at 21 children per session, to ensure each child gets a full experience. Two Bitty City
teachers lead the workshop, and at least one school staff member must also be in the room.
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Topics
•

My 5 Senses: SuperSenses! We use our Superhero Senses to work together to unlock clues that
will help us save a puppet friend from a puppet villain, through centers like sensory quicksand,
guess the scent to solve the code, mystery box, and/or (pretend) tongue maps.

•

All About Us/My Community: Busy Day! Tour parts of NYC with a friend from Outerspace (from
a city very much, but not quite, like ours)! Create landmarks, visit neighborhood places, teach our
friend about our community, and say hello to the community members we meet along the way.

•

Homes: Rabbit Cleans Up! A focus on conservation and the environment. Explore recycling,
water systems, and how keeping our environment clean can help us and our animal friends.

•

Transportation: Stop and Go! Careful on that busy intersection! Explore getting around safely,
different city vehicles, and physics. Includes an art project, dramatic play, and science experiment.

•

Light: Shadow Mysteries! Most of this session happens in the dark! (well, with the room lights
off) Explore shadows and transparent/opaque, and make a project to use in the classroom or take
home.

•

Water: Puddle Jumpers! Explore water in multiple states. Sensory table with sorting, frozen art
projects, create a raincloud and make it rain (no actual puddles).

•

Plants: Growing up Strong! Explore the job of each part of a plant, and how we can use them.
Also includes a sensory farm, and every child will plant their own plant person.

•

Babies: My Baby Needs Me! Human and animal babies need lots of things - our centers focus on
food (through a sensory project), warmth/protection (through fine motor skill practice), and love
(through an art project)

•

Transformation: Where is Timmy's Tail? Explore the life cycle of a frog through science
experiments, dramatic play, and sensory work - and get ready for Kindergarten!

We also offer workshop topics not tied to specific units such as
Puppet Theater
Dino Science

Outer Space Adventure

Super Friends (SEL)

A Day on the Farm

….and more!
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Our all-inclusive fee for these workshops is $300 for the first workshop, and $275 for each additional
session of the same workshop at the same location within 25 minutes of the previous session. We value
creating new relationships, so we are able to offer discounts for organizations that book multiple
workshops/dates at once.
Our DOE Vendor ID is BIT085841.

Day-of Logistics
We set up in one room and the groups of children rotate to us. Ideally this is in a classroom, but we can be
flexible as long as there is space, tables and chairs, and access to a sink.
We arrive on site 30-45 minutes in advance, workshops are 55 minutes long and there is a 10-15 minute
reset in between each session. We can send a sample schedule for your school/organization if you let us
know how many sessions you’d like.
For more information, please feel free to ask!
You can also visit our website at www.bittycityplayers.com
I’d be more than happy to provide additional information and discuss details. I can be reached by email
at admin@bittycityplayers.com, or by phone at 212-757-2780.
Thanks!
Caroline Patterson
Executive Director
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